Abstract. Radiation therapy (RT) has traditionally been disregarded in the primary or adjuvant treatment of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), but recent advances have necessitated a re-examination of the role radiation therapy may be able to play. The advent of stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR), which allows for targeting of disease with higher doses in a shorter window of time, may open up new avenues for RT's role in the treatment of RCC, a cancer with a relatively low alpha/beta ratio. Thus, this review examines both the history and future of RT in the treatment of RCC with an aim to expand the discussion on treatment options for RCC.
INTRODUCTION
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) patients will usually undergo surgical resection, often total nephrectomy, as a primary therapy, but there are still significant reasons to investigate alternative or secondary therapies for the treatment of RCC [1, 2] . Of these reasons, the most important is that recurrence rates are significant with RCC. Recurrences tend to be metastatic, often to the lung, liver, bone, and brain, with contralateral and ipsilateral kidney recurrences both being rare unless in the case of partial nephrectomy [3] . The most common statistic for the recurrence of RCC seems to be 20-40% after surgical resection with curative intent, with late recurrence (defined as >5 years post-operation) in about 8.8% of patients [3] [4] [5] [6] .
(The differentiation between late and early recurrence is significant because an international, multi-center retrospective study conducted in 2013 has suggested that patients with late recurrence tend to have better cancer-associated survival compared to patients with * Correspondence to: James B. Yu, MD, MHS, 333 Cedar St. early recurrence [6] .) In addition to the risk of recurrence, surgery is not a perfect therapy option for RCC as certain patients may not necessarily benefit from it, such as patients with metastatic RCC [7] . Finally, a serious complication and adverse effect of partial and complete nephrectomy is potential worsening of or new-onset chronic kidney disease [8, 9] .
There are adjuvant and alternative therapies available for patients with RCC. Systemic therapies include first-line options such as sunitinib and pazopanib which are VEGF-targeted, and later options such as mTOR inhibitors and more potent VEGF-targeted therapies [10] . Because RCC has historically been considered radioresistant, radiotherapy has not been used as a primary mode of therapy in modern medicine. The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) writes specifically, "Adjuvant radiation therapy (RT) after nephrectomy has not shown benefit, even in patients with nodal involvement or incomplete tumor resection." [11] A recent 2017 New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) review of systemic therapies for metastatic RCC (mRCC) only briefly mentions radiotherapy as a potential option for palliative care for RCC [10] . However, it also mentions that stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) may be useful in certain cases, and SABR is indeed a new, cutting-edge option in RCC treatment [10] . A 2018 Nature review focuses on SABR as it suggests that radiotherapy may "move towards the forefront of RCC treatment." [12] The purpose of our review is to investigate the role of RCC in the context of this new technology, and to critically examine past research regarding radiotherapy as a treatment option for RCC.
HISTORICAL RATIONALE AGAINST USE OF RT FOR RCC
Similar to how surgical intervention for RCC encompasses risks for renal failure and dysfunction, radiation treatment for kidneys holds the potential for permanent decline in renal function and toxicity. The proximity of the kidneys to small bowel and other abdominal organs makes radiotherapy more difficult as well, given the sensitivity of the small bowel to radiotherapy.
Historically, RCC has been considered to be relatively radioresistant compared to other types of cancer. This is largely based on a 1996 meta-analysis evaluated the in vitro radiosensitivity of isolated cancer cell types [13] . Specifically, in this study by Deschavanne et al., the authors analyzed survival curves following radiation of 674 cell lines that were found in the body of literature at the time and found that RCC had the highest survival at 2 Gy compared to other cell lines [13] . Since that study, more contemporary analysis of the radiosensitivity of presumed non-sensitive cell lines (such as melanoma) has revealed the picture to be much more complex [14] .
However, studies about the use of radiotherapy for RCC do exist, and merit some critical review. RT has been used preoperatively, postoperatively, and intraoperatively (with regards to surgical resection) for the treatment of RCC. The following sections review research regarding each of these uses.
Preoperative use of RT before radical nephrectomy has generally shown a non-statistically significant impact on patients in clinical trials. In 1973, a prospective randomized study of 126 patients showed that patients receiving a 30-Gy total dose of radiation (in a low dose per fraction) before radical nephrectomy did not show any significant benefit in terms of 5-year overall survival [15] . When cases were stratified by clinical characteristics, however, patients with tumor-infiltrating veins and/or lymph vessels did better in overall survival duration, complete surgical resection, and frequency rate of metastases [15] . However, these results were not conclusive enough for the authors to suggest the use of RT for patients with localized RCC [15] . In 1977, a similar study with a cohort of 88 patients undermined even the minimally beneficial results of the first study, as the patients receiving RT were found to have lower 5-year overall survival rates and stratification did not reveal any beneficial effects of the preoperative RT [16] . Since then, a small retrospective study at Mayo Clinic in 1994 showed that there may be a benefit for patients who have local recurrence of RCC to undergo preoperative and intraoperative RT combined with surgical debulking, but as the study included only 11 patients it is not particularly powerful [17] . One caveat to all these studies is that they were performed with radiation techniques that are obsolete in the present day. With advances in treatment planning, delivery, patient immobilization, image guidance, as well as improved identification and delineation of tumor extent, it is likely that outcomes from modern radiation treatment would be much improved compared to treatments delivered decades ago.
Intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) is theoretically advantageous due to the direct visualization of the tumor bed, as well as direct application of radiation to the tumor without unnecessary radiation of organs that would otherwise be in between the tumor and the entry and exit beams of higher energy linear accelerator treatment. In 1998, a small single-center retrospective study showed a role for IORT in this way, with less dose limitation than with preoperative or postoperative use [18] . In this study of 11 patients, gastrointestinal toxicity was low and the research group observed no IORT-specific late adverse effects [18] . A more recent study looking at patients treated with IORT between 1985 and 2010 suggested that improved disease-specific survival may be possible with IORT [19] . Another study yielded favorable results for patients treated with intraoperative electron radiation therapy (IOERT) followed by external beam radiation therapy (EBRT), where this was shown to improve local control (although not overall survival rates) for patients with locally recurrent RCC [20] . Overall, the use of intraoperative RT to attain better local control in RCC patients seems promising, but requires more research.
Finally, postoperative radiation treatment for RCC aims to deliver ablative doses of radiation to residual tumor. disease-free survival, and local failure from studies in the late 1900s [21] . Tunio et al. found that when analysis was conducted for the total pool of 735 patients from the seven controlled trials they were reviewing, postoperative radiotherapy was successful in reducing local failure, but not in improving overall survival or disease-free survival [21] . The improvement in local failure is important, as some patients may be more susceptible to local failure, even after total resection of the tumor. This includes patients with perinephric fat extension, positive margins, and gross residual disease [22] . An important aspect of this analysis, in which the authors included both randomized controlled trials and retrospective studies if they were "well-controlled", was that only the retrospective studies showed a benefit of postoperative radiotherapy [21] . The two prospective studies that were included, one from 1973 and one from 1987, showed that postoperative radiotherapy offered neither a survival nor a relapse benefit to the patients [23, 24] . In fact, high rates of GI toxicities were observed with post-operative RT use, making it an even less attractive option [22] . Overall, the metaanalysis did not show conclusive support for a role of postoperative radiotherapy in treatment of RCC, especially when considering additional limitations of the study such as non-standardized treatment dosage, technique, and follow-up periods [20] .
RATIONALE FOR RCC TREATMENT WITH MODERN RT
Although the review of studies above does not show conclusive support for the use of radiotherapy in the treatment of RCC, new recommendations may be warranted given recent technological advances. In particular, aspects of RT that have changed and may be important for treatment of RCC in the future include single-fraction and multi-fraction SABR, the synergy of radiotherapy with immunotherapy, and improved radiation treatment planning.
As mentioned previously, SABR has the potential to deliver high radiation doses with greater precision than older radiotherapy techniques. Using multiple overlapping and often intensity modulated beams or arcs (Fig. 1) , SABR uses modern computing power and patient immobilization to optimize radiotherapy treatment.
The most important question to ask with any new radiotherapy technique being considered for the treatment of RCC is whether it may be at least partially successful in overcoming the previouslythought inherent radioresistance of RCC. One thing that is known about RCC is that the alpha/beta ratio of RCC is considered to be low, meaning that RCC is relatively more sensitive to larger fraction, or dose, sizes [25] . As others have suggested, this may make it an ideal disease to target with SABR, which involves higher doses in a short amount of time [26] . However, it is also important to keep in mind that the alpha/beta ratio does not factor in the potential for serious adverse events or side effects, and that this must also be balanced in determining a patient's treatment plan. In 2017, Siva et al. conducted a pooled metaanalysis of 223 SABR patients from 5 countries, including the United States and Canada [27] . The analysis showed that SABR was able to achieve good local control, at a rate of 97.8% at 2-year and 4-year time-points [27] . This local control rate is aligned with a pooled analysis from 2012 of SABR patients, which yielded a local control rate of 94% [28] . In terms of efficacy, the 2017 pooled analysis showed that both single-fraction SABR and multifraction SABR were effective in improving local control, but that single-fraction SABR may be more beneficial for distant progression and overall survival [27] . Another major result of this study was that SABR may be associated with improved renal function, as 52 patients experienced improved estimated glomerular filtration rates post-procedure, which was not an expected outcome [27] . Finally, a major advantage of SABR for RCC patients is that the procedures may limit toxicities to other organs. The 2017 analysis showed that of the 223 patients, only 3 patients experienced grade 3 and 4 toxicities [27] . In a separate study, looking specifically at the safety of SABR for RCC extracranial metastases, researchers also reported a favorable safety profile, where grade 3 toxicities were observed in 8 of 84 total patients treated with SABR [29] .
Another emerging field of research for difficult-totreat cancers is the combination of immunotherapy with radiotherapy [30] [31] [32] . For metastatic RCC, mTOR or VEGF inhibition are the current standard of treatment [33] . Although the purpose of this review is not to analyze immunotherapy for RCC, it is mentioned because one potential benefit of new radiotherapy techniques like SABR may be that the radiotherapy can be immunomodulatory and ultimately improve clinical responses [34] . Of particular interest is how the abscopal effect, where local radiotherapy can have off-target effects and also help reduce distant metastases, may be T-cell-mediated [35, 36] . Currently, clinical trials are ongoing, such as one at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center that combines Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT) with Nivolumab/Ipilimumab for RCC patients (NCT03065179), as well as others (NCT02318771, NCT02599779, NCT01884961, NCT01896271) [30] . (A full table of currentlyrecruiting SBRT trials for the treatment of RCC in the U.S. is provided in Table 1 .) Hopefully more data should be available in the near future about the efficacy and safety of such regimens.
Finally, with new technologies has come a need for better treatment planning for both primary RCC and its metastases. While the CT is the gold standard for radiotherapy treatment planning in general, this may have to be reconsidered for RCC treatment planning. In a 2017 retrospective study looking at the comparison of MRI and CT for the delineation of bone metastases in metastatic RCC, the authors found that in all of 9 patient cases, the gross tumor volumes (GTV) were at least as large on MRI as they were in CT [37] . In multiple cases, the gross tumor volumes were larger on MRI than on CT [37] . There was a significant difference in median gross tumor volume between MRI and CT, where median GTV on MRI was 33.4 mL, compared to 18.1 mL on CT [37] . These findings suggest that a new standard for radiotherapy treatment planning may have to be considered as CT may underestimate tumor volumes. MRI based treatment will also allow for targeting of disease that extends into soft tissue that would otherwise be missed by CT based planning. Finally, modern MRI-linac technology now allows for adaptive planning of treatment based on changes in MRI tumor characteristics that were otherwise undetectable with CT based imaging. Potentially, treatment volumes can be reduced as the tumor responds to treatment, allowing for lower doses of radiation to surrounding normal tissue as well as escalation of dose to tumor or even within-tumor targets.
CURRENT RECOMMENDATIONS AND REVIEWS
In conclusion, although multiple past bodies of research suggest that RT may not be useful for treatment of RCC, modern advances, particularly in SABR, warrant a new evaluation of RT in the treatment of RCC. Thus, although the NCCN does not currently involve RT as part of the standard of care for RCC [11] , it is a topic that will need to be further discussed periodically as technologies advance. Most recent studies have focused on the potential role of RT in treating metastases of RCC to other sites, particularly the bone [38, 39] . However, we propose that the role of RT, specifically SABR, should be examined and evaluated by the NCCN for the following: treatment of residual disease in the kidney, treatment of previously inoperable RCC, and adjuvant treatment of disease that is at high risk for local dissemination beyond typical nephrectomy beds [40, 41] .
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